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Phone: 631-588-7310
Toll Free: 800-637-8808
Fax: 631-467-4690

We are pleased to recommend
our recently engineered
Vertical Conveyorized Band
Sealer for Handle Pouches
with Recloseable Zippers.
This USDA Approved Rotary
Band Sealer includes a 6” wide
x 5’ long synchronized lower
support conveyor and nonmotorized roller infeed.
VCBSDM-ET-1/4-6x5 WOLCB
floor model renders a ¼” wide
seal without trim. Extended
sealing throat allows seal to be
placed between a handle cutout and a recloseable zipper.
This sealer uses 1” wide heavy
duty teflon bands as a standard
design. Adjustable height sealing assembly with crank handle. A more “robust” sealer for
handle bag designs and pouches with recloseable zippers.

E-mail:
sales@apmpackaging.com
Website:
www.allpackagingmachinery.com

Validatable for Medical Pouches
Speed and versatility for
handle cut-out bags!

APM will be exhibiting at EAST

Validatable
Conveyorized Model 

PACK in New York, June 11-13
and PACK EXPO International

Medical Pouch Sealer is
supplied with verification
ports for process validation
of pressure, speed,
and temperature.

in Las Vegas, September 23-25.
It is a great opportunity for you
to attend and speak with our

VCBS-3/8-DH-10-Validate
Complete, visible validation
for medical pouches. Single line embossing coder available.
3/8” wide hermetic seal. Dual heating and dual cooling bars.
Includes a synchronized conveyor and self-contained air
compressor. Seals Tyvek ® pouches up to 40 feet per minute.

experienced engineers to learn
more about our pouch and bag
sealing equipment. Many different models are available for
diverse applications such as
meat, poultry, seafood, bakery,
snacks, medical, pharmaceutical,

View our channel!

industrial, pet products, textiles,
paper goods, and many more!

Our quality machinery is made
in the United States of America

FREE exhibit hall admission

USDA Approved

Welcome to our virtual showroom!

passes are available. Please call
us or email us for additional

Our packaging machinery is configured specifically for your product.
Every component is designed to run
smoothly and require a minimum of
maintenance. Inquire about various
options and custom configurations.

Shown above 

Contact us for budgetary pricing or a

Tabletop Conveyorized
Pouch Sealer

formal written quotation.

Expert Engineering for
Superior Performance!
We manufacture a wide
range of pouch and bag
sealing machinery for
both the start-up company
and the well established
production facility.

Portable Sealer with synchronized conveyor. Ideal for candy,
confections, snacks, and coffee.
The new crank handle adjustment allows easy seal height
changes from 2" up to 12".
Embossing Coder available.

Welcome to our virtual showroom!

Sealing System

Shown above 

Shown below 

details. Bring your products and

HCBS-1/4CT-Dual-12x8+CP
Dual Heat Rotary Band Sealer
includes bag top trimmer and
vacuum scrap removal.
Compression plate assembly
option shown is available to
remove excess air from the
bagged product before sealing. High speed production
and greater flexibility with
product sealing for “lay-flat”
packages. Click the video icon
to see the HCBS in operation
with a 45 degree angle tilt.

Fully Framed
Validatable Stand Model

Validatable Tabletop Model

bags for a demonstration. ♦

Includes crank handle for
height adjustment of sealing
head to position over existing
variable speed conveyor.

Designed for lightweight
products and smaller pouches.
Topstop guide shown is an
available option to assist with
seal alignment.

OVER 70 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL PACKAGING EXPERIENCE

Sample seals show our
quality. Simply send us the
actual product and the actual
pouches or bags for
evaluation. We are always
happy to help you select the
best model and provide a
detailed quotation for you
within your budget.

